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Create Your Business Experience
 











 


See How It Works 





 






















Self-Assemble Custom Solutions In Minutes
 





custom apps for business & enterprise
 






Are you tired of your reliance on IT and development? Now you’re able to rapidly construct intelligent, compliant, and enterprise-ready experiences in a visual drag-and-drop builder at a business line level. Build your solution using a tailored selection of charts, graphs, values, summaries, data entry points, custom totals and findings, external URLs, databases, third party and anything else you need to make your Crowd Machine Experience work for you.
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Platform Overview
 






Get an overview of the Crowd Machine platform and see how you can create visually stunning, sophisticated applications that are easier, less expensive, and much faster to build, than any other platform available today.
 











 
Go To Platform Overview





















 









Crowd App Studio
 






A comprehensive no-code development platform that enables the rapid creation and iteration of enterprise-grade applications and intelligent microservices using a drag-and-drop rules based builder.
 











 
Go To Crowd App Studio





















 









Crowd Machine GO
 






The ultimate solution that enables business users to snap together intelligent microservices that can integrate and modify, new or existing applications while remaining compliant with IT policies and security protocols.
 











 
Go To Crowd Machine GO



























"The Crowd Machine platform is the fastest, easiest way, to self-assemble smarter business solutions"
 






















With Crowd Machine, It's As Simple As 1, 2, 3.
 






We’re passionate about changing an industry that’s antiquated and failing to meet the needs of the market due to the level of complexity involved in building, deploying, and hosting app solutions. Contact us and see how you can remove the intellectual, educational, and cost barriers associated with the creation and deployment of your business apps.
 




































 




















1. Choose Your Gadgets
 






Crowd Machine Gadgets are the highly functional components and intelligent microservices that your business snaps together to build your custom Crowd Machine Experience.
 



















 




















2. Create Your Layout
 






Once you’ve selected the required elements, you can now define how your Crowd Machine Experience renders by selecting the size and placement of your chosen Crowd Machine Gadgets.
 



















 




















3. Enjoy Your Experience
 






And with just a few clicks, you’ve built a highly capable and compliant solution that’s custom made to suit you and your businesses needs. With Crowd Machine, you can achieve all of this without ever needing to have any prior IT or development knowledge.
 
























The Many Types Of Crowd Machine Gadgets
 






The Crowd Machine Gadgets can virtually be anything you or business require, from stand-alone one-off components, through to intelligent microservices that communicate and learn off each other. You can even turn your current business applications and other third party software into Crowd Machine Gadgets and combine them with other new or existing systems to create the ultimate experience where your entire business is available right at your fingertip.
From the Crowd Machine Gadget Library, you’re able to select and create the elements you need, such as;
 














	



 

Charts & Tables 

	



 

Data Entry 

	



 

Search & Select 

	



 

Discussion Boards 

	



 

Custom Forms 

	



 

Data Summaries & Totals 





















	



 

Data Drilldowns 

	



 

External URLs 

	



 

Spreadsheets 

	



 

AWS Services 

	



 

Third Party Apps 

	



 

Crowd Machine Apps 




























 


Platform Overview 





 

















 
























"Quickly turn your vision into a workable best-in-class app that fits your customer focused needs"
 






















A Solution For Any Industry, Big Or Small
 






No matter the task at hand, Crowd Machine gives you the tools needed to rapidly build new, innovative, and custom business experiences, while easily integrating and extending with your current systems.
 

































Sales Tools & Analytics
 






Supercharge your sales department with powerful custom built dashboards that can help manage, track, optimize and improve your sales process. Reduce time spent on admin and unlock your teams productivity with Crowd Machine, and keep them doing what they do best – selling.
 
















HR Management Systems
 






Give HR the tools they need to build custom views where they can manage employees, automate work progress reviews, monitor employee hours and benefits, provide up-to-date progress reports, identify workforce needs, and look after payroll, hiring, training, and contact information.
 
















Smarter Asset Management
 






Build robust asset maintenance and asset tracking solutions with Crowd Machine that remain compliant with IT policies and security protocols. Designed for ease-of-use and to reduce maintenance, now you’re able to look after your critical assets that keep your business running.
 
























Field Service Management
 






Build modern and custom FSM views that simplify work order management, tracking requests, personnel management, dispatch and scheduling, and inventory management. Bring the office, warehouses, and field technicians together with Crowd Machine and help  your business achieve better overall service.
 
















Productivity Applications
 






Regardless of what industry you work in, Crowd Machine gives you the tools to self-assemble custom solutions that can help with replacing spreadsheets, accessing databases, managing documents, custom charts and graphs, better workflows, and limitless other options to help reduce time and stress spent on day-to-day business activities
 
















Enterprise-Level Services
 






Crowd Machine offers the ultimate for all the major Enterprise-Level services, such as Enterprise Resource Planning, Content Management, Business Process Management, and Product Lifecycle Management.
 











 
Custom Enterprise Solutions



























"If you can only have one platform for your business, this is the one you need"
 






















Why Crowd Machine Is Different
 






Crowd Machine transforms complex systems into easy-to-use, modular app components that enable the business line to create their own custom applications and bypass development delays.
 




































 







Legacy Modernization
 






Legacy modernization with Crowd Machine isn’t about deploying faster hardware, or moving onto a cloud with higher performance, and at reduced costs. Crowd Machine takes it to the next level by giving your company better business agility, endless scalability, complete business transparency and freedom from outdated dependencies. Crowd Machine becomes the centerpiece of your business applications, uniting your systems and data and giving you access and clarity you didn’t know was possible.

Learn more about Legacy Modernization >>

 



















 







Drive IT/Business Collaboration
 






Collaboration between IT and business lines yields faster and better results. When these teams begin defining requirements, this is also the start of development of the application. While doing design work and logically defining how the app is going to function, IT can start dragging and dropping components onto the pallet and creating functional capabilities that will actually run. Within days, IT can show a working prototype, get immediate feedback from the business line in that development process and quickly move the app to staging and into production.
Learn more about about Business Applications >>
 



















 







Application Integration
 






Crowd Machine gives you the tools to create the framework that helps your business integrate mission-critical systems – such as customer relationship management (CRM), enterprise resource planning software (ERP), business intelligence applications (BI), payroll and human resource systems, and supply chain management (SCM). This ensures that all data and information within the organization is stored correctly, is accessible yet secure, and is transmitted accurately when called upon.
Learn more about Application Integration >>
 



























 







True No-Code Development
 






Crowd App Studio is a true no-code environment that can address a broad array of needs through a drag-and-drop interface. An app’s business logic is constructed through rule-building within the platform. Patterns, activities, attributes and packages replace traditional code. Integrations to third-party apps or existing code can be achieved with APIs instead of traditional coding. Crowd Machine’s platform supports the creation of comprehensive solutions, from the very simple to the very complex.
Learn more about No-Code Development >>
 



















 







Cloud Migration
 






Crowd Machine provides intelligent cloud migration by shortening the time required to migrate your business to the cloud, and without losing any of the functionality and stability within your existing systems. Crowd Machine can take legacy applications and expose components, or in some cases, entire applications, to the cloud. In doing so, we also can extend the functionality and capability of those applications, and thus enhance productivity and the user experience.

Learn more about Cloud Migration >>

 



















 







Full-Featured, Cloud-Native PaaS
 






The Crowd Machine platform has everything you need to create even the most sophisticated applications. It is based on a fully automated, self-contained hosting infrastructure that can be run in a public or private cloud, or on premise. The public cloud option is fully managed by Crowd Machine on your behalf. Build, test and deploy new and innovative solutions faster and easier than ever before on our cloud-native Platform-as-a-Service.
Learn more >>
 
























“Crowd Machine has notably improved our systems, particularly with its ease of reporting and meeting compliance requirements, as well as the ability to scale and customize.”
 

























 
















The Right Platform For The Job
 






Crowd Machine’s extensive capabilities include;
	Preserve legacy stability, while adding agility and functionality with tailored applications that can automate and simplify your daily workload.
	Highly scalable applications that can meet the needs and requirements of any business.
	Create new intelligent services and applications that reduce overall business costs and lower time and efforts required to manage particular systems.
	Adapt to any technology or process and remove your dependence on siloed applications, data silos, and other outdated and inefficient technologies.
	Better control and connection of your business. With Crowd Machine, your entire network of systems and applications, from general data and information to aspects relating to customers and employees, can be managed and controlled from within Crowd Machine.

Learn more about Crowd Machine’s powerful enterprise-grade application development platform by scheduling a time to chat with one of our friendly representatives, and seeing how Crowd Machine can benefit your business.
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Sales: 1-888-706-2593
Support: 1-888-818-6118
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Crowd Machine GO
Crowd App Studio
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Download and view the on-demand Legacy Modernization webinar, today!
 





See how you can increase operational efficiency, reduce IT complexity and related costs, accelerate technology delivery and automate underwriting workflows.
 





















Download Now 
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